Summer Solstice Message June 21, 2014
Gifted from the One Called Sa
(Who Holds Our Universe in Place and in Order that We May Know God)
So let me begin by saying – Gates Open! For this is the Solstice that was
destined to open the Gates and my people it is a very wonderful day. If
you do not know it by now I will tell you. This will make it possible to
ascend each and every one of you willing to pass through them. The Great
Divine, that you each respectively are, will work with Faith, Love, Grace
and Patience with you – that is a Promise of Old. Work! Work! Work!
And make it so. Be brave my friends and be bold too. These are the hours
of our Beloved Universe in which we will collectively and individually show
our God how much we have loved Him and love Him even more in these
moments and those still coming. We will pledge an ever abiding love of
Him to carry the loving All into its next as yet unrealized Cycle. Think my
friends how long, how arduous and piercing this Cycle now ending has
been. What amazement lies ahead in our God’s concept of us - newly
conceived and reaching out into unknown futures. And think upon this.
This Summer Solstice makes everything possible – not just in this kind and
tender Earth of yours – but for all your friends and family everywhere. The
building excitement, anticipation and longing will continue to build from this
day forward carrying All That Is into its new unfolding power, revealed
Presence and the unification of our individual parts (wrapped in Joy and
waiting to dance with us!) captured within the sound of Creation.
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Now you may be thinking – is this really new? I tell you it is. I would guess
you may be thinking - Gates? Well, let us talk about gates then. There are
those among you reading this that may be a Gate, in your wondrously
complex All. There are also among you those who have never been
through a Gate and those rarer souls still that are only awaiting that Call to
carry them through the final Gate that allows one to enter the Eternal
Majesty of God at last. Yes, and I would now be willing to guess you are
trying to take this all in. Please do not. Sit, be still. Wait. Then, feel. I
know this may sound too simple but it is harder than one might expect. In
so doing this, what must be revealed to each of you will be which Gate to
experience and when, and I tell you it is a feeling moment. It can take an
hour, it can take months or years to complete the traversing of Self that
Gates allow but because our God loves us it can now be so.

Let us close with a prayer this wonderful Summer Solstice day.

ONE, that we Adore, we bow before Your Will as on this day we celebrate
the Opening of the Way
The Way can only be through You and that You have now Opened All
Gates we hear and know that You desire us to be with You
Lead, guide and show all of Us, each and every one of Your Beloved
Gates, that we may now find our way home to You
In Praise of You and in our patient waiting we ask that You Gift us
swiftness as we begin this long promised hour
Blessed Be, and please speak to us as we return to You
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